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Some new criteria for the oscillation of a certain class of forced functional
differential equations of the form
x n. t q a p t x ny1. t y ah q q t f x g t s e t ,w x .  .  .  .  .  . . .
n is odd and a s " 1,
are established. Here, we require the function f to be locally of bounded variation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the functional differential equation
n. ny1.x t q a p t x t y ah q q t f x g t s e t , .  .  .  .  .  . . .
n is odd, E; a .
w .  .where a s "1, e, g, p, q: t , ` ª R s y`, ` , t G 0, and f : R ª R are0 0
 .  .continuous, p t and q t are nonnegative and not identically zero for all
 .large t, g t ª ` as t ª `, and h is a positive real number.
Throughout the paper, we restrict our attention only to solutions of
 .Eq. E; a , a s " 1, which are defined for all large t. The oscillatory
 .character is considered in the usual sense, i.e., a solution of Eq. E; a is
called oscillatory if it has no last zero; otherwise, it is called nonoscillatory.
 .Equation E; a is said to be oscillatory if all its solutions are oscillatory.
The problem of obtaining sufficient conditions to ensure that all solu-
tions of certain classes of higher order nonlinear functional differential
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equations has been studied by many authors. A large portion of these
results have been for equations of the form
x n. t q aq t f x g t s 0, n G 2, EU ; a .  .  .  . . .
 .which is a special case of Eq. E; a and f is assumed to be nondecreasing
 .  .and xf x ) 0 for x / 0. For typical results concerning Eq. E*; a , we
w xrefer to the papers 6]13, 15, 18]20 and the references cited therein, and
in the case when f is assumed to be locally of bounded variation and
w xa s 1, see 16 . Although much less is known regarding the oscillatory
 .  .  .behavior of solutions of Eq. E; a when p t s 0 or e t s 0, a number of
 .authors considered this problem when f is nondecreasing and xf x ) 0
for x / 0. As a recent contribution in this direction, we refer the reader to
w x  . w x  .the papers 2]4 when e t s 0 and n s 2; 7, 9]11 when e t s 0, h s 0,
  .a s 1, n is even this is the case when the middle term of order n y 1
preserves the oscillatory character of the associated equations without the
. w x  . w xmiddle term ; 5 when e t s 0, a s y1, and n is odd; 11, 21 when
 .p t s 0, a s 1, and n is even, and the references cited therein.
w xFrom the recent oscillation criteria obtained in 13 , and particularly the
results which are concerned with the oscillation of odd order equations of
 .  .type E*; a , we observe that Corollaries 3.2 iii and 5.2 are applicable to
 .   . .equations of type E*; 1 when the function f is linear f x s x or f
"`   ..  .satisfies the condition H durf u - `, and the argument g t is either" 0
  . .  .retarded g t - t or a mixed type, while Corollaries 3.4 iii and 5.4
 .ensure the oscillation of equations of type E*; y1 when the function f is
 "`   .. .  .linear or superlinear H durf u - ` and the function g t is either
  . .an advanced g t ) t or a mixed type argument. To the best of the
author's knowledge, there are no complete criteria for the oscillation of:
 .  .    .. .1 Equation E*; 1 when f is sublinear H durf u - `" 0
 .   . .or superlinear and g t is either advanced or an ordinary g t s t
argument;
 .  .  .2 Equation E*; y1 when f is sublinear and g t is either re-
tarded or an ordinary argument;
 .  .  .3 Equation E; a with p t s 0 or h s 0 and n is odd.
Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to introduce a middle term of
 .order n y 1 with deviating argument and a forcing term and establish
some new sufficient conditions involving both terms which ensure that
 .every solution of Eq. E; a is oscillatory provided that the function f is
assumed to be locally of bounded variation. The results of this paper are
presented in a form which is essentially new. The presence of the middle
 .  .term with deviating argument allows us to study the problems 1 ] 3
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above. Also, we mention that most of the results of this paper are
 .  .applicable to Eq. E; a with e t s 0 while none of the results obtained
 .here apply to Eq. E; a when h s 0. Examples are inserted in the text to
illustrate the relevance of the theorems and the effect of both the middle
 .term and forcing term on the solutions of Eq. E; a .
2. PRELIMINARIES
We denote by
<xR s y`, yt j t , ` if t ) 0, .t 0 0 00
s y`; 0 j 0, ` if t s 0, .  . 0
and we consider the spaces
C R s f : R ª R : f is continuous and xf x ) 0 for x / 0 4 .  .
and
C R s f g C R : f is of bounded variation on any . .B t0
w xinterval a, b ; R .4t0
For our purpose, we need the following three lemmas. The first two
w x w xlemmas can be found in 8, 12, 20 while for the third one, we refer to 16 .
LEMMA 2.1. Let u be a positi¨ e and n-times differentiable function on an
w . n.inter¨ al t , ` . If u is of constant sign and not identically zero an any0
w .inter¨ al T , ` , T G t , then there exist a t G t and an integer I, 0 F I F0 u 0
n y 1 with n q I odd for un. nonpositi¨ e or n q I e¨en for un. nonnegati¨ e
and such that for any t G tu
I ) 0 implies u j. t ) 0 j s 0, 1, . . . , I .  .
Iq j  j.I F n y 1 implies y1 u t ) 0 j s I , I q 1, . . . , n y 1 . .  .  .
 .LEMMA 2.2. Let u be as in Lemma 2.1. If lim u t / 0, then fort ª`
e¨ery constant b, 0 - b - 1, we ha¨e
b
ny1 ny1.u t G t u t for all large t . .  .
n y 1 ! .
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 .  .LEMMA 2.3. Suppose t ) 0 and f g C R . Then f g C R if and only0 B t0
 .  .  .  .if f x s G x H x for all x g R where G : R ª 0, ` nondecreasing ont t0 0
 .  .y`, t and nonincreasing on t , ` and H : R ª R and nondecreasing0 0 t0
on R .t0
Next, we introduce the following notation. For T G t and t G s G T0
t t y1w x w x w xA t , s s exp p u du , A* t , s s A u , s du .  .H H /s s
t 1ycw x w xB t , s s A t , u du, 0 - c - 1. .H
s
It is easy to check that
w x w x w xA t , T s A t , s A s, T .
Also, we let
R s t g t , ` : g t - t and A s t g t , ` : g t ) t . 4  4.  . .  .g 0 g 0
w x  .  .    .4As in 13 , we define the function r t by r t s max min s, g s : 0 F
4s F t . Note that the following inequality holds:
g s F r t for r t - s - t . 2.1 .  .  .  .
 .3. OSCILLATION OF EQUATION E; 1
We assume the following condition on the forcing term:
 . w .F; a There exists an n-times differentiable function k: t , ` ª R0
 .   i. .  i. .such that k t is periodic of period h i.e., k t y ah s k t , a s "1,
.i s 1, 2, . . , n , oscillatory and satisfies the equation
k n. t q ap t k ny1. t s e t . .  .  .  .
 .Note that the other cases when k t is not periodic are also discussed.
 .THEOREM 3.1. Suppose f g R , t ) 0, and let G and H be a pair oft 00
continuous components of f with H being the nondecreasing one. Moreo¨er,
 .assume that condition F; 1 holds,
t
lim inf p s ds ) 1re 3.1 .  .H
tª` tyh
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and for some constant m, 0 F m F 1,
Xmt p t F 0 for t G t 3.2 .  . . 0
and
`
m ny2s G "bg s q s ds s ` for every b ) 0. 3.3 .  .  . .H
 .Then Eq. E; 1 is oscillatory.
 .Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose that x t is an eventually
 .  .positive solution of Eq. E; 1 , say x t ) 0 for t G t G 0. Set0
y t s x t y k t , t G t . .  .  . 0
 .Then Eq. E; 1 can be rewritten as a homogeneous equation
y n. t q p t y ny1. t y h q q t f x g t s 0. 3.4 .  .  .  .  .  . . .
ny1. .First, we claim that y t is eventually of one sign. To this end,
ny1. .suppose that y t is oscillatory, then there exists a T G t such that0 0
ny1. .  .y T y h s 0. From Eq. 3.4 , it follows that0
y n. T s yq T f x g T - 0. .  .  . . .0 0 0
ny1. .  .Thus y t is decreasing at any point T G t , from which it is zero.0 0
ny1. .  .Therefore, y t cannot have any zero on T , ` .0
 .Next, we show that y t is eventually positive. If not, then there exists a
 .T G T such that y t - 0 for t G T . Thus1 0 1
0 F yy t s yx t q k t F k t , t G T , .  .  .  . 1
 .a contradiction to the fact that k t is oscillatory.
We distinguish two cases:
I y ny1. t ) 0, II y ny1. t - 0 eventually. .  .  .  .
 . ny1. .  .I Assume y t ) 0 eventually. Then from Eq. 3.4 , we have
y n. t q p t y ny1. t y h F 0 eventually. .  .  .
ny1. .  .Set 0 - y t s ¨ t . Then
¨ 9 t q p t ¨ t y h F 0 eventually, 3.5 .  .  .  .
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w x  .  .which in view of Theorem 1 in 14 and condition 3.1 implies that 3.5
cannot have an eventually positive solution. This is a contradiction.
 . ny1. .II Assume y t - 0 eventually. By Lemma 2.1, there exists a
t G T such that1 1
y ny2. t ) 0 and y9 t ) 0 for t G t because n is odd . 3.6 .  .  .  .1
Thus, there exist a positive constant b and a t G t such that for every1 2 1
t G t , we have2
y ny1. t F b . 3.7 .  .1
 .  .Integrate 3.7 n y 2 times from t to t, and we have2
y t F b t ny2 for t G t and some constant b ) 0. 3.8 .  .2 2 2
 .  .Since k t is an oscillatory and a periodic function of period h, k t must
be bounded and thus, there exists a t G t and a constant b* ) 0 such3 2
that
x g t s y g t q k g t .  .  . .  .  .
F b*g ny2 t for t G t . 3.9 .  .3
 .  .Now, choose a t* G t such that k t* s inf k s . Thus,3 t F sF t qh3 3
x t s y t q k t .  .  .
G y t q k t* s w t for t G t*. 3.10 .  .  .  .
 .Since k t* is constant,
w  i. t s y  i. t , i s 1, 2, . . . , n. 3.11 .  .  .
Moreover, for t G t*
w t s y t q k t* G y t* q k t* .  .  .  .  .
s x t* ) 0. .
 .  .  .  .  .  .Thus, from Eqs. 3.4 , 3.9 , 3.11 , and the fact that f x s G x H x , we
derive
w n. t q p t w ny1. t y h q q t G b*g ny2 t H w g t F 0 .  .  .  .  .  . . . .
for t G t G t*. 3.12 .4
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 .  .  4Clearly, w t ) 0 and w9 t ) 0. Then there exist T G max 1, t q h and a4
positive constant c* such that
w g t G c* for all t G T . 3.13 .  . .
 .  .  .Using 3.13 in 3.12 and the fact that H x is a nondecreasing component
of f , we have
w n. t q p t w ny1. t y h q H c* q t G b*g ny2 t F 0 .  .  .  .  .  . .
for t G T . 3.14 .
 . m  .We multiply 3.14 by t , 0 F m F 1, and integrate by parts from T to t,
to obtain
tm ny1. my1 ny1. m ny2.t w t y ms w s ds q t p t w t y h .  .  .  .H
T
t m ny2.y s p s 9w s y h ds .  . .H
T
t m ny2F L y H c* s q s G b*g s ds, .  .  . .H
T
 .  .where L is a constant. Using 3.2 and 3.6 in this inequality, we get
tm ny1. my1 ny1.t w t y m s w s ds .  .H
T
t m ny2F L y H c* s q s G b*g s ds. .  .  . .H
T
Therefore, we conclude that
tm ny1. my1 ny1.lim t w t y m s w s ds s y`. .  .H
tª` T
Let us define
t my 1 ny1.z t s s w s ds, .  .H
T
then
z9 t s t my 1 w ny1. t . .  .
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Hence
lim tz9 t y mz t s y`. .  .
tª`
w xBy Lemma 1 of Staikos and Sficas 19 , we know that
lim z t s "`. .
tª`
ny1. .Therefore, since w t is negative, we have that
t my 1 ny1.lim s w s ds s y`. .H
tª` T
Since 0 F m F 1 and t G 1, we have that smy 1 F t my 1 F 1 and so
t tmy 1 ny1. ny1.s w s ds G w s ds ª y` as t ª `, .  .H H
T T
ny2. .which gives a contradiction to the fact that w t ) 0 eventually. This
completes the proof.
The following example is illustrative.
EXAMPLE 3.1. Consider the equation
x t q pr4 .
3. 2. ’ < <x t q x t y 2p q 2 2 1 q sin t q pr4 .  .  . .  /< <1 q x t q pr4 .
s sin t q cos t , t G 0. 3.15 .
 .  < <.  .Here we take G x s 1r 1 q x and H x s x, and we let
k t s ysin t . .
All conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied with m s 0 and hence Eq.
 .  .3.15 is oscillatory. We note that Eq. 3.15 has an oscillatory solution
 .x t s sin t.
From Theorem 3.1, we have the following oscillation result:
 . X .COROLLARY 3.1. Let f g C r , f x G 0 for x / 0 and assume that
 .  .  .conditions F; 1 and 3.1 hold. If for some m, 0 F m F 1, condition 3.2 is
satisfied and
`
ms q s ds s `, 3.16 .  .H
 .then Eq. E; 1 is oscillatory.
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Proof. The proof is exactly the same as the proof of Theorem 3.1 with
 .G x s 1, and hence is omitted.
Next, we consider the odd order equations
x n. t q px ny1. t y h q qx t y h* s e t , L; 1 .  .  .  .  .
and
x n. t q px ny1. t y h q qx t y h* s 0, L*; 1 .  .  .  .
 .which are special cases of Eq. E; 1 . Here p, q, and h are positive
constants and h* is any real number.
Once again, from Theorem 3.1, one can easily obtain the following
criteria:
 .COROLLARY 3.2. If condition F; 1 holds and
phe ) 1, 3.17 .
 .then Eq. L; 1 is oscillatory.
 .  .COROLLARY 3.3. If condition 3.17 holds, then Eq. L*; 1 is oscillatory.
 .Remark 3.1. From Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3, we observe that Eqs. L; 1
 .and L*; 1 are oscillatory for any positive constant q and any real num-
ber h*.
For illustration, we consider the following example:
EXAMPLE 3.2. The equations
3. 2. ’x t q x t y 2p q 2 2 x t q pr4 s sin t q cos t , t G 0, .  .  .
3.18 .
and
x 3. t q 28r27 x 2. t y pr2 q 1r27 x t y pr2 s 0, 3.19 .  .  .  .  .  .
 .are oscillatory by Corollary 3.2 for k t s ysin t and Corollary 3.3,
 .  .respectively. Equations 3.18 and 3.19 have an oscillatory solution
 .x t s sin t.
 .Remark 3.2. The characteristic equation associated to Eq. L*; 1 is
M n q pM ny1eyM h q qeyM h* s 0. 3.20 .
 .From Corollary 3.3, it follows that Eq. 3.20 has no real roots if condition
 .3.17 holds.
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Next, we consider the equation
x n. t q p t x ny1. t y h q q t x g t s 0, n is odd, I ; 1 .  .  .  .  .  . .
 .which is a special case of Eq. E; 1 . The following result is concerned with
 .  .the oscillatory behavior of Eq. I; 1 when condition 3.1 is violated.
 .  .THEOREM 3.2. Assume that p9 t F 0 and g t F t for t G t ,0
`
q s ds s `. 3.21 .  .H
Moreo¨er, suppose that e¨ery solution of equation
z n. t q q t z g t s 0, n is odd, I*; 1 .  .  .  . .
 .is oscillatory. Then Eq. I; 1 is oscillatory.
 .  .Proof. Let x t be an eventually positive solution of Eq. I; 1 , say
 .x t ) 0 for t G t G 0. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we see0
ny1. .that x t is eventually of one sign. Next, we consider the following two
cases:
I x ny1. t ) 0, II x ny1. t - 0, eventually. .  .  .  .
 .  . The proof of Case II follows exactly as the proof of Case II take
 .  .  . .m s 0, k t s 0, G x s 1, and H x s x in Theorem 3.1 and hence is
 .omitted. Thus, we only need to consider Case I .
 . ny1. .  .I Suppose x t ) 0 eventually. From Eq. I; 1 , we see that
x n. t q q t x g t F 0 for t G t G t . 3.22 .  .  .  . . 1 0
w x  .But, by Theorem 2.2 in 1 , if 3.22 has an eventually positive solution
 .  .  .x t , then Eq. I*; 1 has a nonoscillatory solution z t , a contradiction,
and the proof of the theorem is now complete.
 .As an application of Theorem 3.2, we consider Eq. L*; 1 and let
w xh* ) 0. By Theorem 1 in 15 , the equation
z n. t q qz t y h* s 0, n is odd, .  .
is oscillatory if
q1r n h*rn e ) 1. 3.23 .  .
Now, we have the following result:
 .  .COROLLARY 3.4. If condition 3.23 holds, then Eq. L*; 1 is oscillatory.
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 .  .Remark 3.3. a From Corollary 3.4, we see that Eq. L*; 1 is oscilla-
tory for any positive constants p and h.
 .  .b Combining Corollaries 3.3 and 3.4, we have that Eq. L*; 1 is
 .  .oscillatory if either condition 3.17 or 3.23 holds.
 .  .c From Corollary 3.4, it follows that Eq. 3.20 has no real roots if
 .  .condition 3.23 holds. Thus, we conclude that ``Eq. 3.20 has no real roots
 .  .if either 3.17 or 3.23 holds.''
The following examples are illustrative:
EXAMPLE 3.3. The equation
x 3. t y 4ex 2. t y 1 q 3ex t y 1 s 0 3.24 .  .  .  .
 . thas a nonoscillatory solution x t s e . All conditions of Corollary 3.4 are
satisfied except that p s y4e - 0.
EXAMPLE 3.4. The equation
x 3. t q 1r2 e x 2. t y pr2 q 1 y 1r2 e x t y 3pr2 s 0, t G 0, .  .  .  .  .
3.25 .
 .has an oscillatory solution x t s sin t. All condition of Corollary 3.4 are
satisfied.
Remark 3.4. Corollary 3.2 can be applied in some cases in which
Corollary 3.4 is not applicable and vice versa. Such cases can be described
by considering Examples 3.2 and 3.4. We see that Corollary 3.2 is not
 .  .applicable to Eq. 3.25 because condition 3.17 fails, while Corollary 3.4
 .  .cannot be applied to Eq. 3.19 since condition 3.23 is not satisfied.
 .Finally, if condition F; a is replaced by
 . w .F*; a There exists a differentiable function k: t , ` ª R such that0
 . n. .  . ny1. .k t is oscillatory and satisfies the equation k t q ap t k t y ah s
 .e t ,
 .we note that any forcing term that satisfies F*; a need not be periodic.
Now, we obtain the following result.
 .  .  .THEOREM 3.3. Let f g C R and condition F*; 1 and 3.1 hold. If
lim inf k t rt ny2 s y` and lim sup k t rt ny2 s `, 3.26 .  .  . .  .
tª` tª`
 .then Eq. E; 1 is oscillatory.
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 .  .Proof. Let x t be an eventually positive soution of Eq. E; 1 , say
 .  .  .  .  .x t ) 0 for t G t G 0. Set y t s x t y k t and obtain Eq. 3.4 . As in0
ny1. .  .the proof of Theorem 3.1, we see that y t is of one sign and y t ) 0
eventually. Next, we consider the two cases:
I y ny1. t ) 0, II y ny1. t - 0, eventually. .  .  .  .
 .  .The proof of Case I is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1 I , and hence
 .is omitted. Now, we consider Case II .
 . ny1. .II y t - 0 eventually. Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem
 .  .3.1 II , we obtain 3.8 , and hence, we see that
lim sup y t rt ny2 F b . . . 2
tª`
On the other hand, we have that
y t q k t s x t ) 0 for t G t , .  .  . 2
or
y t ) yk t for t G t . 3.27 .  .  .2
ny2  .Dividing by t and taking lim sup on both sides of 3.27 as t ª `, we
have
q` s y lim inf k t rt ny2 s lim sup yk t rt ny2 .  . .  .
tª` tª`
- lim sup y t rt ny2 F b - `, . . 2
tª`
a contradiction. This completes the proof.
Theorem 3.3 can be applied in some cases in which Theorem 3.1 is not
applicable. Such a case is described in Example 3.5 below.
EXAMPLE 3.5. Consider the equations
1 2 yc c3. 2. < < < <x t q x t y 2p q y log g t x g t .  .  .  . .  . .2 3tt y 2p .
? sgn x g t s 2c*etcos t q T , for t G 2p q 1 and c ) 0, .  . .
3.28 .
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and
x 3. t q x 2. t y 2p q x t q pr4 s 2c*et cos t q T , t G 0, .  .  .  .
3.29 .
w .  .  .where g : t , ` ª 0, ` is continuous, g t ª ` as t ª `,0
1 2y2p’T s arc tan and c* s 1 q 1 q e . .y2 p /1 q e
Here, we take
e t s 2c*et cos t q T , .  .
and hence, we let
k t s et sin t , .
which satisfies the equation
k 3. t q k 2. t y 2p s 2c*et cos t q T . .  .  .
Thus, all conditions of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied and hence all solutions of
 .  .3.28 and 3.29 are oscillatory.
It is easy to check that the equation
1 2 yc c3. 2. < < < <x t q x t y 2p q y log g t x g t .  .  .  . .  . .2 3tt y 2p .
? sgn x g t s 0, for t G 1 q 2p and c ) 0, . .
 .has a nonoscillatory solution x t s log t, and the equation
x 3. t q x 2. t y 2p q x t q pr4 s 0 .  .  .
 .has an oscillatory solution x t s sin t.
Therefore, we conclude that the presence of the forcing term in Eq.
 .  .3.28 generates oscillation, while the forcing term in Eq. 3.29 preserves
 .the oscillatory character of the associated unforced Eq. 3.31 .
 .Remark 3.5. We note that Theorem 3.1 is not applicable to Eq. 3.28
 .  . tand 3.29 since k t s e sin t is not periodic. Also, we see that Theorem
 .  .3.3 cannot be applied to Eqs. 3.15 and 3.18 because in this case
 .  .k t s ysin t and hence condition 3.26 fails.
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 .4. OSCILLATION OF EQUATION E; y1
 .THEOREM 4.1. Let f g C R , t ) 0, and let G and H be a pair oft 00
continuous components of f with H being the nondecreasing one. Moreo¨er,
 .  .assume that p9 t F 0 for t G t , condition F; y1 holds, and0
tqh
lim inf p s ds ) 1re. 4.1 .  .H
tª` t
If , for e¨ery constant b ) 0 and all large T G t0
`
ny2w xA* s, T G "bg s q s ds s `, 4.2 .  .  . .H
 .then Eq. E; y1 is oscillatory.
 .  .Proof. Let x t be an eventually positive solution of Eq. E; y1 , say
 .  .  .  .  .x t ) 0 for t G t . Set y t s x t y k t . Then Eq. E; y1 takes the0
form
y n. t y p t y ny1. t q h s q t f x g t . 4.3 .  .  .  .  .  . . .
ny1. .First, we claim that y t is eventually of one sign. To this end,
ny1. .  .we assume that y T q h s 0 for some T G t . Then Eq. E; y10 0 0
implies
y n. T s q T f x g T ) 0. .  .  . . .0 0 0
ny1. . ny1.  .Thus, y t is increasing at every one of its zeros. Hence, if y t
has one zero, then it cannot have any more zeros to the right of it.
ny1. .Therefore, y t is of constant sign for all large t. As in the proof of
 .Theorem 3.1, we see that y t ) 0 eventually. Now, we distinguish two
cases:
I y ny1. t ) 0 II y ny1. t - 0 eventually. .  .  .  .
 . ny1. .  .I Suppose y t ) 0 eventually. Then from Eq. 4.3 , we have
y n. t y p t y ny1. t q h G 0 eventually. .  .  .
 . ny1. .Set ¨ t s y t ) 0 eventually. Then
¨ 9 t y p t ¨ t q h G 0 eventually. .  .  .
w x  .  .But, by Theorem 1 in 17 , condition 4.1 implies that inequality 4.4 has
no eventually positive solution. This is a contradiction.
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 . ny1. .  .II Suppose y t - 0 eventually. Since n is odd, we get 3.6 .
 .  .Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we obtain 3.7 ] 3.11 which
 .  .  .  .are satisfied for t G t* large . Thus, from Eqs. 4.3 , 3.9 , 3.11 , and the
 .  .  .fact that f x s G x H x , we derive
w n. t y p t w ny1. t q h G q t G b*g ny2 t H w g t .  .  .  .  .  . . . .
for t G t G t*. 4.5 .4
 .Once again, as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we obtain 3.13 , and hence
 .4.5 is reduced to
w n. t y p t w ny1. t q h G H c* G b*g ny2 t q t for t G T . .  .  .  .  .  . .
4.6 .
 .  .We fix T and choose T* G T arbitrarily. Now, integrating 4.6 from s
to T*, T F s - T*, we have
w ny1. T* y w ny1. s y p T* w ny1. T* q h q p s w ny2. s q h .  .  .  .  .  .
T* T *ny2. ny2q p9 u w u q h du G H c* q u G b*g u du. .  .  .  .  . .H H
s s
 . ny1. . ny1. .Using the fact that p9 t F 0 and w t s y t - 0 for t G T , we
get
d T*ny2. ny2w x w xy A T*, s w s GH c* A T*, s G b*g u q u du. .  .  .  . .  .Hds s
4.7 .
 .Integrating 4.7 from T to T*, we obtain
ny2. w x ny2.yw T* q A T*, T w T .  .
T* T * ny2w xG H c* A T*, s G b*g u q u du ds, .  .  . .H H
T s
and hence
uT*ny2. ny2w x w xA T*, T w T G A T*, s ds G b*g u q u du. .  .  . .H H /T T
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Thus,
` ) w ny2. T .
w xu A T*, sT* ny2G H c* ds G b*g u q u du .  .  . .H H /w xA T*, TT T
uT* y1 ny2w xs H c* A s, T ds G b*g u q u du .  .  . .  .H H /T T
T* ny2w xs H c* A* u , T G b*g u q u du ª ` as T* ª `, .  .  . .H
T
a contradiction. This completes the proof.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 we have the following
oscillation criterion:
 .  .COROLLARY 4.1. Let f g C R and f 9 x G 0 for x / 0 and assume that
 .  .  .p9 t F 0 for t G t and conditions F; y1 and 4.1 hold. If , for e¨ery0
large T G t0
`
w xA s, T q s ds s `, 4.8 .  .H
 .then Eq. E; y1 is oscillatory.
Next, we consider the odd order equations
x n. t y px ny1. t q h y qx t y h* s e t , L; y1 .  .  .  .  .
and
x n. t y px ny1. t q h y qx t y h* s 0, L*; y1 .  .  .  .
 .which are the special cases of Eq. E; y1 . Here, p, h, and q are positive
constants and h* is any real number.
Corollaries 4.2 and 4.3 below are obtained from Theorem 4.1.
 .  .COROLLARY 4.2. If conditions 3.17 and F; y1 are satisfied, then Eq.
 .L; y1 is oscillatory.
 .  .COROLLARY 4.3. If condition 3.17 is satisfied, then Eq. L*; y1 is
oscillatory.
 .  .Remark 4.1. a The characteristic equation associated to Eq. L*; y1
is
M n y pM ny1eh M y qeyh*M s 0, n is odd. 4.9 .
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 .Now, from Corollary 4.3, we may conclude that Eq. 4.9 has no real roots
 .if condition 3.17 holds.
 .b Combining Corollaries 3.4 and 4.3, we see that the equation
x n. t q a px ny1. t y ah q qx t y h* s 0, n is odd and a s "1, .  .  .
L; a .
is oscillatory for any positive constants p, q, h, and h* and phe ) 1.
 .  .c From Corollaries 4.2 and 4.3, we see that Eqs. L; y1 and
 .L*; y1 are oscillatory for any positive constant q and any real constant
h*.
The following oscillation theorem is concerned with the case when
the nondecreasing component H of the function f is either linear or
sublinear.
 .THEOREM 4.2. Let f g C R , t ) 0, and suppose that G and H be at 00
pair of continuous components of f with H being the nondecreasing one.
 .  .  .Moreo¨er, assume that p9 t F 0 for t G t , conditions F; y1 and 4.10
hold, and
< < cH x sgn x G x for x / 0 and 0 - c F 1. 4.10 .  .
If , for e¨ery constant L, 0 - L - 1, and b ) 0
t ny2 ny2lim sup A* s, r t g s G "bg s q s ds ) n y 2 !rL, .  .  .  .  . .H
 .r ttª`
when c s 1, 4.11 .
and
ny2.c ny2B s, g s g s G "bg s q s ds s `, when c - 1, .  .  .  . .H
Rg
4.12 .
 .then Eq. E; y1 is oscillatory.
 .  .Proof. Let x t be an eventually positive solution of Eq. E; y1 , say
 . ny1. .x t ) 0 for t G t . As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we see that y t is0
 .  .of one sign and y t ) 0 eventually. Next, by condition 4.1 we observe
 . ny1. .that Case I when y t ) 0 eventually is impossible. Thus, we only
 .consider Case II .
 . ny1. .II Suppose y t - 0 eventually. Proceeding as in the proof of
 .  .Theorem 4.1, Case II , we obtain 4.5 . By Lemma 2.1, there exist a t G t5 4
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sufficiently large and a constant c*, 0 - c* - 1, such that
w g t G c*r n y 2 ! g ny2 t w ny2. g t for t G t . 4.13 .  .  .  .  . .  .  . 5
 .  .  .Using 4.10 and 4.13 in 4.5 we have
cny2 ny2u0 t y p t u9 t q h G Cq t G b*g t g t u g t .  .  .  .  .  .  . . .  .
for t G t , 4.14 .5
 . ny2. .   . .cwhere u t s w t and C s c*r n y 2 ! .
Now, we consider the following two cases:
i c - 1 ii c s 1. .  .
 . w xThe proof of Case i is similar to the proof of Theorem 2 in 5 and hence
is omitted.
 .  .ii Suppose c s 1. Then 4.14 becomes
u0 t y p t u9 t q h G Cq t g ny2 t G b*g ny2 t u g t .  .  .  .  .  .  . . .
for t G t . 4.15 .5
 .Choose T and T t F T F T so large that1 2 2 1 2
inf g t : t G T ) t and inf min g t , t : t G T ) T , 4 4  4 .  .1 5 2 1
 .  .  .and r t - t for t G T . Fix T G T arbitrarily and integrate 4.15 from1 2
s to T , T G s G T . We have1
y u9 s y p s u s q h .  .  . .
T
G y u9 T y p T u T q h y p9 ¨ u ¨ q h d¨ .  .  .  .  . . H
s
T ny2 ny2q C g ¨ q ¨ G b*g ¨ u g ¨ d¨ . .  .  .  . . .H
s
 .  .Using the fact that p9 t F 0 and u9 t - 0 for t G T , we get1
d
w xy A T , s u s . .
ds
T ny2 ny2w xG C A T , s g ¨ q ¨ G b*g ¨ u g ¨ d¨ . .  .  .  . . .H
s
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 .  .Integrating this inequality from r t to T , r t - s - T , we have
A T , r t u r t .  . .
T T ny2w xG u T q C A T , s g ¨ q ¨ .  .  .H H
 .r t s
= G b*g ny2 ¨ u g ¨ d¨ ds, .  . . .
or
w x¨ A T , sT ny21 G C g ¨ q ¨ .  .H H  /A T , r t . .  .r t r t
u g ¨ . .
ny2= G b*g ¨ ds d¨ . .  /u r t . .
¨T y1 ny2s C A s, r t ds g ¨ q ¨ .  .  . .H H / .  .r t r t
u g ¨ . .
ny2= G b*g ¨ d¨ . . .  /u r t . .
u g ¨ . .T ny2 ny2s C A* ¨ , r t g ¨ q ¨ G b*g ¨ d¨ . .  .  .  . .H  /u r t . . .r t
Since T is fixed arbitrarily, we obtain
u g ¨ . .t ny2 ny21 G C A* ¨ , r t g ¨ q ¨ G b*g ¨ d¨ . .  .  .  . .H  /u r t . . .r t
 .  .  .Using 2.1 for r t - ¨ - t and the fact that u9 t - 0 for t G T , we see1
  ..   ..that u g ¨ G u r t . Thus, we conclude that
t ny2 ny21 G C A* ¨ , r t g ¨ q ¨ G b*g ¨ d¨ , .  .  .  . .H
 .r t
 .which contradicts 4.11 . This completes the proof.
 .Remark 4.2. In Theorem 4.2, one can replace condition 4.10 when
c - 1 by
yH yxy G H xy G kH x H y .  .  .  .
for xy ) 0 and k is a positive constant,
and
du
- `.H H u ."0
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Thus, Theorem 4.2, when the function H satisfies the above condition,
w xextends Theorem 2 in 5 .
In the following example, we show that Theorem 4.1 can be applied in
some cases in which Theorem 4.2 is not applicable. Also, as it is demon-
strated below, it is possible to have cases where Theorem 4.2 is applicable
while Theorem 4.1 cannot be applied.
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the forced equation
< < cx g t . . .c*3. 2. ’ < <x t y x t q 2p y 2 2 1 q sin t y pr4 .  .  . . c* /< <1 q x g t . . .
? sgn x g t s cos t y sin t , t ) 0, c and c* ) 0, 4.16 .  . .
 .  .where g t is a continuous function for t G t and g t ª ` as t ª `.1
 .  .Here we take k t s ysin t. Clearly, k t is oscillatory, periodic of period
3. . 2. .2p , and satisfies the equations k t y k t s cos t y sin t.
Now, we consider the following:
 .  . 1r c*i If g t s t , c* ) 0, and c ) 0, then all conditions of Theo-
 .rem 4.1 are satisfied and hence Eq. 4.16 is oscillatory. We note that
 .Theorem 4.2 fails to apply to Eq. 4.16 when c* - 1 or c ) 1.
 .  . 3r4  .ii If g t s t , c* s 2, and c s 2r3, then Eq. 4.16 is oscilla-
tory by Theorem 4.2. It is easy to check that Theorem 4.1 is not applicable
 .  .to Eq. 4.16 since condition 4.2 is violated.
 .  .  .iii If g t s t y pr4, c* s 2, and c s 1, then Eq. 4.16 is oscil-
latory by Theorem 4.2. Once again Theorem 4.1 cannot be applied to
 .  .Eq. 4.16 since condition 4.2 is not satisfied.
 .  .Note that Eq. 4.16 together with iii has an oscillatory solution
 .x t s sin t.
 .  .Finally, if condition F; y1 is replaced by condition F*; y1 , we have
the following oscillation theorem.
 .  .  .  .THEOREM 4.3. Let f g C R and conditions F*; y1 , 3.26 , and 4.1
 .hold. Then Eq. E; y1 is oscillatory.
 .  .Proof. Let x t be an eventually positive solution of Eq. E; y1 , say
 .  .  .  .x t ) 0 for t G t G 0. Set y t s x t y k t and proceed as in the proof0
ny1. .  .of Theorem 4.1. We see that y t is of one sign and y t ) 0
eventually. Next, we consider the two cases:
I y ny1. t ) 0 II y ny1. t - 0 eventually. .  .  .  .
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 .The proof of Case I is exactly the same as the proof of Theorem 4.1
  ..  .Case I and the proof of Case II is the same as the proof of Theorem
  ..3.3 Case II and hence we omit the details.
The following example is illustrative:
EXAMPLE 4.2. Consider the forced equation
x 3. t y x 2. t q pr2 y q t f x g t .  .  .  . . .
s p t q 4 q p 2r4 cos t y 2 t y p sin t , t ) 0, 4.17 .  . .
 .where the functions g, q, and f are defined as in Eq. E; y1 . Here, we
take
k t s t 2 sin t . .
 .Thus, all conditions of Theorem 4.3 are satisfied and hence Eq. 4.17 is
oscillatory.
We note that no restrictions on the functions g, q, and f are imposed
 .and hence the oscillation of Eq. 4.17 is independent of the oscillation or
nonoscillation of the associated unforced equation
x 3. t y x 2. t q pr2 y q t f x g t s 0. 4.18 .  .  .  .  . . .
To show this, we assume the following:
 .  . < < c  .  .   ..ci f x s x sgn x, c ) 0, g t ) 1 and q t s 1rlog g t ?
2 1
q , t ) 0.3 2 /t t q pr2 .
< < cx sgn x
 .  .  .  .ii f x s , 0 - c F 1, q t s 1, and g t s t y d, d ) 0
< <1 q x
or t c*, 0 - c* - 1.
 .  .It is easy to check that Eq. 4.18 , when i is considered, has a nonoscilla-
 .  .  .tory solution x t s log t, while Eq. 4.18 when ii holds is oscillatory by
Theorem 4.2.
5. GENERAL REMARKS
 .1 We observe that Theorems 3.3, 4.1, and 4.2 remain valid if
 .  .e t s 0, while Theorems 3.3 and 4.3 cannot be applied to Eq. E; a with
 .  .e t s 0. Also, we see that the presence of the middle term in Eq. E; a is
 .  . important in this study, it allows us to investigate problems 1 ] 3 see the
.Introduction , and we note that none of the results of this paper remain
valid when either h s 0 or p s 0.
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 .  .2 In Theorems 3.1, 4.1, and 4.2, condition F; a and in particular
 .the restriction on the function k t to be periodic of period h can be
 .removed, if in addition to condition F*; a , we suppose that there exist
 4  4two sequences s and s such that lim s s ` s lim s andN N N ª` N N ª` N
 .   . 4  .   . 4k s s inf k t : t G s , k s s sup k t : t G s .N N n N
 .We note that this condition is weaker than condition F; a and includes
 .  .the cases when K t is a periodic function or else k t ª 0 as t ª ` as
 w x.special cases see 21 .
 .3 It would be interesting to obtain results similar to these pre-
sented here for n even as well as for the equation
n. ny1.x t q a p t x t y ah y q t f x g t s e t . .  .  .  .  .  . . .
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